
Slime Story Reference Sheet 
Connections 
Connection rank rises by 1 when you accumulate 10 marks on 
it. Each time a connection rises in rank, gain Character Points 
equal to the new rank. Help Bonus is equal to Rank divided by 
2 (rounded up) +1. 

Checks 
2d6 + Attribute = Result Points 

Contested: Higher Roll Wins. In ties, random beats static, 
otherwise roll to break the tie. 

11 is a Fumble; you automatically fail. 

66 is a Critical; you automatically succeed. For an attack, 
add 1d6 to damage. For other actions, add 1d6 to your Result 
Points. 

Helping: First helper adds Help Bonus from connection. 
Subsequent helpers must make a check (usually the same 
attribute) and get 7 + (# of Prior Helpers x 2). A Fumble 
subtracts 1d6 from the recipient’s Result Points. The first time 
you help someone during a scene, add a mark to your 
connection with them. 

Stress 
Upset Stress comes from social conflicts. Tired Stress comes 
from physical damage. Mark temporary Stress with slashes 
and permanent Stress with Xs. If your total Stress is 6+, you 
are Hurting and take a –2 penalty to all checks. Temporary 
Stress goes away at the end of the current scene. If you take 
12+ Stress, you are Taken Out and can’t participate in scenes 
except to recover. 

 

Interludes 
All characters get 1 Action Point at the start of the episode, 
and protagonists get one more at the start of each Interlude. 
Active actions use one Action Point: 

Bonding: Try to deepen your relationship with another 
character. Both characters make Guild checks (with your Help 
Bonus) and look at the higher result. For every 6 result points, 
put one mark on their connection. (Minimum of 1, unless they 
both get a Fumble, +1 for a Critical.) 

Breaking: Reduce your connection to another character. 
Between the two characters, you must spend Character Points 
equal to 2x the current connection rank to reduce it by 1. 

Recovery: Remove 4 ranks of Tired Stress. Make a Guild or 
Hunter check (ignore the penalty from Hurting); for every 4 
Result Points remove one rank of Upset Stress. To assist 
someone, make a Guild check and add half your Result Points 
to their total (and add two marks to your connection with 
them). 

Social Conflicts: These work like Encounters, but do not use 
the battlefield map. 

 Define Objectives 
 Initialize the Action Stack 
 Take Turns: Use Guild for actions involving 

emotions and Wiki for actions involving logic and 
reason. Attacks need to beat the target’s Social 
Defense, and cause 3 ranks of temporary Upset Stress 
if they hit. 

 Assign Consequences 

Supply Run: Buy and sell stuff at Monster Mart or with other 
people around town. 

Crafting: Use a Crafting Talent. 

Happenings 
Accept the GM making your protagonist’s life more 
complicated in some way to earn one extra Action Point. 

Finishing Up 
1. Healing: Remove all Tired Stress. Make a Hunter or 

Guild check and remove 1 Upset Stress for every 4 
Result Points. 

2. Evaluation: Tell the group how you played out your 
protagonist’s Goal and Issues. Get 4 Character Points 
for achieving your Goal, and 2 for making an Issue 
relevant. 

3. Mark Connections: Add one mark to your 
connection to each other protagonist, and one mark to 
your connection with one other character of your 
choice. 

4. Nominate Achievements: Suggest achievements for 
protagonists that the GM might’ve missed. 

5. Advancement: Pay the listed cost (current level 
times 10) to go up one level and get the benefit listed 
in the level table. 



Encounters 

Scouting 
1. Monster Knowledge Check: Wiki check vs. 

monster’s Obscurity rating. Success lets you see the 
monster’s game stats. 

2. Positioning Check: One character makes a Hunter 
check (others can Help) vs. one monster’s Hunter 
check. Winning side gets one “shift” per 4 Result 
Points. 

a. Action Shifts let you move one character up 
or down in the Action Stack 

b. Position Shifts let you move one character 
one position on the Battlefield Map. 

3. Escape Check: Make a Hunter check vs. monsters’ 
highest Pursuit rating to get away from the battle. 

Initialize Action Stack 
Shuffle action cards for protagonists and monsters. 

Set Up the Battlefield Map 
Protagonists can start anywhere in positions 1 through 3. 
Monsters can start anywhere in positions 5 through 7. The side 
that lost the positioning check chooses positions first. 

Take Turns 
Take turns in order of the cards in the Action Stack. On your 
turn your can take a Full Action and a Maneuver Action, two 
Maneuver Actions, one action of either type, no actions, or 
recover from using a Reaction. (Reactions turn your Action 
Card face-down, and when it comes up again the GM turns it 
face-up, but you do not take a turn then.) 

Basic Actions 
Assist (Full Action): Declare an Assist to another character. 
When they are about to attack, you attack first. If you succeed, 
they get a Help Bonus to their attack, but if you miss they get 
a –2 penalty. If you both hit, add a mark to your connection. 

Attack (Full Action): Target must be within your weapon’s 
Range in map positions. Make a Hunter (ranged) or Warrior 
(melee) check against the target’s Physical Defense. If you 
win, you do damage according to your weapon. People take 
temporary Tired Stress. Monsters lose Hits. 

Breather (Full Action): Usable once per Encounter. Remove 
3 ranks of temporary Stress. 

Change Weapon (Maneuver Action): Switch from one 
weapon to another. 

Charge (Maneuver Action): If you are outnumbered in your 
current position and you have no allies in the next position, 
you have to Charge instead of Move. Make a Warrior Check 
against the enemies’ highest Physical Defense rating (+1 per 
ally they have in the current position in excess of you). If you 
fail, you stay put. 

Clash (Reaction): Usable against an enemy that is attacking 
you, provided they’re within your weapon’s Range when they 
attack. Make a contested check; the winner damages the loser 
as per an Attack. 

Feint (Full Action): As per an attack, but either causes Off-
Balance Status and no damage, or causes Off-Balance Status 
and normal damage, but with a –2 penalty to the check. 

Flee (Full Action): If you are in Position 1 or 7, make a 
Hunter check (–1 for each enemy in the same position) vs. 
enemies’ highest Pursuit rating to leave the battle. 

Full Defense (Full Action): +2 to Defenses until the start of 
your next turn. 

Give Item (Maneuver Action): Give an item to another 
character (Range 0-1). You can also throw items to others 
(Range 2-4; make a Hunter check against a target of 7+Range). 

Move (Maneuver Action): Move your character one position 
on the map. If there are more enemies in your current position 
than allies, and no allies in the next position, you can’t move 
there with the normal Move action; you’ll have to use Charge 
instead. 

Status Recovery/Off-Balance (Special): Use a Full Action to 
make yourself or someone else automatically recover. Or use a 
Maneuver Action make a Hunter check against a target 
number of 14 to recover. 

Status Recovery/Entangled (Special): To recover on your 
own, you’ll have to take a Full Action and make a Warrior 
check of 18 or better. To recover someone else, you’ll have to 
take a Full Action and make a Warrior check of 14 or better. 

Statuses 
Entangled:–2 penalty to your Defense rating and checks for 
offensive actions, and you cannot move from your current 
position. 

Hurting: If you have 6+ ranks of Stress, you take a –2 penalty 
to all checks. 

Off-Balance: Take a –2 penalty to offensive actions, and a –2 
penalty to your Defense rating. 

Poisoned: Each time your action card comes up you take one 
rank of permanent Tired Stress from the poison, until either 
the encounter ends or you use an antidote item to remove the 
poison. If you’re still poisoned at the end of an encounter, you 
take another 3 ranks of Tired stress at the end of the next 
Interlude unless you have an antidote during it, but after that 
you’re no longer poisoned. 

Ending the Encounter 
The Encounter ends when one side is completely Taken Out or 
Gives. If you have 6 or fewer ranks of Stress when your side 
gives, you take another 3 temporary Stress before 
consequences are assigned. 

Assigning Consequences 
The winner can choose to “lock in” temporary stress, or try to 
extract a Concession from the loser. 

 Stress: Put another slash through each box with 
temporary Stress to form an X. 

 Concessions: Agree on some negative outcome in 
the story. This can include humiliation, damaged 
equipment, etc. The loser must agree to a given 
Concession. 

Recover Parts 
Roll 1d6 for each monster and check the Parts entry in its 
description to see what you get


